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Abstract.  
 
Quantitative photoluminescence (PL) or electroluminescence (EL) experiments can be used 
to probe fast and in a non-destructive way the current-voltage (IV) characteristics of 
individual subcells in a multi-junction device, information that is, otherwise, not available. 
PL-based IV has the advantage that it is contactless and can be performed even in partly 
finished devices, allowing for an early diagnosis of the expected performance of the solar 
cells in the production environment. In this work we simulate the PL- and EL-based IV 
curves of single junction solar cells to assess their validity compared with the true IV curve 
and identify injection regimes where artefacts might appear due to the limited in-plane 
carrier transport in the solar cell layers. We model the whole photovoltaic device as a 
network of sub-circuits, each of them describing the solar cell behaviour using the two diode 
model. The sub-circuits are connected to the neighbouring ones with a resistor, representing 
the in-plane transport in the cell. The resulting circuit, involving several thousand sub-
circuits, is solved using SPICE.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Electroluminescence and photoluminescence spectroscopy and imaging have been 
extensively used for the characterisation of solar cells and modules in recent years, specially 
in the silicon industry [1]-[5]. They allow for spatially resolved identification of shunts, 
inhomogeneity of the materials, the influence of grain boundaries, the quality of the 
metallisation or minority carrier lifetimes. Recent works have extended the techniques to 
multi-junction (MJ) solar cells, where some degree of spectral resolution, rather the spatial 
resolution, is necessary in order to distinguish the luminescence from the different subcells 
[6]-[11]. 
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In a previous work, we used photoluminescence spectroscopy as a contactless, fast method 
to evaluate the current-voltage (IV) characteristics of each junction in MJ devices, 
estimating the solar cell characteristics such as open circuit voltage (Voc) or fill factor 
(FF) [12]. Such contactless technique allows for a fast screening of devices in the industry 
environment as well as tool for early diagnosis of the quality of the epitaxial process, given 
that a full device structure is not necessary. We found that, although the technique provided 
reliable results in MJ structures with up to 6 junctions when compared to the better known 
electroluminescence method, the current tended to be overestimated, specially at lower 
injection levels. We attributed that behaviour to the lateral transport that takes place in the 
solar cell layers whenever carrier injection (either electrical or optical) is not homogeneous 
in the whole sample.  

In this work, we model the experimental PL- and EL-based IV curves presented in Ref [12] 
in the presence of inhomogeneous current injection using a distributed electrical circuit that 
can be solved using SPICE. 

 

 
Figure 1: SPICE model for the 1-junction solar cell in the vertical direction. (a) Equivalent 

circuit between the metal fingers, in the aperture region. (b) Equivalent circuit in the 
region covered with metal. 
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2. MODELLING THE SOLAR CELL WITH SPICE 
2.1. The electrical model 

We use a 3D electrical network to model the flow of injected current through the solar cell. 
This type of formalism is widely used to simulate the performance of solar cells when the 
effect of a spatial variable need to be incorporated in the model. Such variable can be the 
design of the front metal grid, in order to minimise the effect of series resistances [13], the 
inhomogeneous illumination profile in concentrator devices and the impact of such 
inhomogeneity into the transport through the tunnel junctions [14], [15], or the distribution 
of defects or inhomogeneities [16]-[18].   

The device area is divided into individual units, each of them consisting into a stack of diodes 
and resistors that connect each unit to their neighbours. Depending on the location of the 
unit, the structure of the equivalent electrical circuit is different. Figures 1 and 2 illustrates 
this formalism. Two regions are distinguished: the metal and the aperture. In the aperture, 
between the metal fingers, the solar cell is modelled using two diodes with reversed 
saturation currents I01 and I02 and ideality factors 1 and 2, respectively, and with the 
photogeneration included as a current source (Isc) connected in parallel with the diodes. 
Sheet resistances above and below the junction, Rsh(top) and Rsh(bot), account for the lateral 
transport. We will describe the origin of these resistances later. Beneath the metal, there is 
no current source, as the region is in the dark, and there are extra resistances accounting for 
the contact between the metal and the semiconductor (Rc) and the transport along the metal 
finger (Rs). Steiner et al. considers a third type of unit, those next to the perimeter of the cell 
where higher recombination is to be expected [13]. In this work we neglect that effect for 
simplicity. The resulting network is solved using NGSPICE [19].  

 
Figure 2: SPICE model for the 1-junction solar cell in the plane. The whole mesa is 

divided into small, asymmetric units 10x40 µm which are interconnected with the resistors 
shown in Figure 1, allowing current to flow laterally across the structure. 
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In order to maximise the calculation speed, we consider a homogeneous mesh of rectangular 
units with sizes Lx=10 µm and Ly=40 µm (Figure 2). This makes each metal finger one unit 
wide and the aperture between fingers 14 units wide. Considering the symmetry of the 
samples and the collection and excitation spots, only half of the device needs to be simulated, 
further reducing the computation time. Inhomogeneous meshes to increase the resolution of 
specific regions of the device are also possible [18]. 

 

2.2. Calculation of the resistance 

The resistances of the circuit shown in Figure 1 can be defined in terms of the resistivities, 
the sheet resistances of the semiconductor layers and the geometry of the units as described 
in Ref. [13]:  
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where Eq. 2.1 applies to both top and bot sheet resistances in Figure 1, rm=2×10-6 Ωcm is 
the linear resistivity of the metal fingers, rc=3×10-6 Ωcm2 the resistivity of the metal-
semiconductor interface, assumed equal for the front and back contact and h is the height of 
the metal fingers, set equal to 2.2 µm. The superindex x and y indicate the direction of the 
resistance. These resistivities have been taken from [15] as representative values for these 
magnitudes and might be different in our devices. 

The sheet resistance Rsh of a stack of several semiconductor layers is equal to the 
combination in parallel of the individual sheet resistances. For example, for Rsh(top) in 
Figure 1: 

 
0

123(567)
= 0
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+ 0
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   (2.4) 

 

Each of these can in turn be estimated from the thickness of the layer d, the majority carrier 
mobility µ and the doping N [15]: 

 
0
123

= 𝑞𝑑𝜇𝑁     (2.5) 
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For single junction devices, further approximations can be done. A doped substrate has a 
very low sheet resistance consequence to its large thickness (~300 µm). As a result, Eq. 2.4 
calculated for the bottom layers can be approximated as Rsh(bot) ~ 0 Ω/◻. In this situation, 
the contact resistance at the back contact, Rback can also be set to zero as the total contact 
area is the whole mesa.  

 

 
Figure 3: (a) Device under test, showing the pads connected with gold wires. (b) Laser 

spot, centred in the device mesa. (c) Collection spot, centred on the excitation spot. (d) The 
device illuminated with green laser light. The central spot of the laser is surrounded by red 

photoluminescence emitted by GaInP.  

 

2.3. Calculation of the currents and voltages 

In the simulation, we will give as input parameter the current injected in the device and get, 
as the output, the voltages across the diodes of the different circuit units. In the experiment, 
these voltages are obtained from the luminescence measurements, as discussed in Ref. [12].  

For electrical injection, the current 𝐼>E	is injected in the units forming the bus bars (larger 
metal pads in Figure 3a). For the optical injection, the current is injected in the area 
illuminated by the laser (Figure 3b). The Isc of the sub-circuits corresponding to aperture 
units outside the illuminated area are set equal to zero. For the calculation of the IV curves 
based on the SPICE simulations and their comparison with the experiments, we make the 
same assumptions than in the latter:  

- For EL, the recombination current density 𝐽?>, is given by the electrically injected 
current 𝐼>E	divided by the area of the device, defined by an etched mesa, 
𝐴+>". = 0.0547 cm2.  

- For PL, 𝐽?>, is the optically injected current 𝐼67	divided by the excitation area 
𝐴>$ = 0.0141 cm2: 

It should be noted that the current in the case of electrical injection would be the same for 
all junctions in a MJ device, whereas the current in the optical injection is junction 
dependent. In order to simplify the comparison of the results, we will assume that 𝐼67 = 	 𝐼>$ 
such that the EL- and PL-based IV curves are evaluated in the same current range.  

The reverse saturation currents of the diodes I01 and I02 are taken from a fit of the 
experimental EL-based IV curves to a 2-diode model. As we will see in the next section, for 
simulation purposes and to illustrate the effect of lateral currents in the measured PL-based 

(b) Excitation spot
1200x1500 µm

(c) Collection spot
ø650 µm

(a) Sample mesa
2270x2400 µm

(d)
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IV, this is a good approach. However, as the EL-based IV can also be affected by the lateral 
currents under high injection or high sheet resistance conditions, using these values for 
fitting the PL-based IV should be done with care.   

For the calculation of the voltages needed to evaluate the IV curve, we will average the 
voltage drop across the diodes of all units in the collection area (Figure 3c). This is different 
that in the usual IV curves, where the voltage is given by its value in the bus bars (excluding 
the effect of series resistance in the wires and cables), but it is the voltage that is actually 
probed when using luminescence methods. The excitation and the collection areas are 
centred in the device mesa, meaning that the same region is probed in PL and EL 
experiments. The local recombination current density in each unit is the total current flowing 
for the two diodes of that unit.    

 

 
Figure 4: (Top) Color maps showing the local voltage for different levels of injected 

current in the case of electrical injection (EL) and optical injection (PL) when 
Rsh(top) = 1000 Ω/◻. (Bottom) Simulated EL- and PL-based IV curves for a GaInP solar 

cells with different values of Rsh(top).  
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3. RESULTS 
3.1. Dependence of the apparent IV curve with Rsh 

Figure 4 shows the simulated results for the case of a GaInP solar cell. The colour maps on 
the top of the figure show the local voltage in the case of electrical injection (upper, EL) and 
optical injection (lower, PL) when Rsh(top) = 1000 Ω/◻ is used. It can be seen that at lower 
injection levels, local voltage is homogeneous in the whole device. In other words, the 
injected current spreads easily in the lateral direction, biasing the entire mesa with the same 
voltage. As injection is increased, the effect of the limited sheet resistance becomes apparent, 
being clear from 100 mA that the voltage is no longer homogeneously distributed in the 
device: for the electrical injection, voltage is higher just beneath the metal fingers whereas 
for the optical injection this happens just in the excitation spot.   

Based on these calculations, we can evaluate the PL- and EL-based IV curves based on the 
steps discussed in Section 2.3 for different sheet resistances (Figure 4, bottom). The true IV 
curve, based on the two diode model described above, is also shown. At lower injection 
levels, the EL-based IV curves follow closely the true IV curve, being the small difference 
consequence of the in-plane mesh size described in Figure 2. At higher injection, the EL-
based curves diverge due to the limited in-plane transport. The PL-based IV curves are 
systematically above the EL-based ones regardless of the sheet resistance. The ratio between 
both is 4.05 at 1.35 V, which is almost identical to the ratio between the area of the mesa 
and the area of the laser spot 𝐴+>"./𝐴>$ = 3.9. As injection is increased, both sets of curves 
get closer, reaching the limit of crossing in the case of very high sheet resistances.  

This behaviour is consistent with the incorrect assumption made in the experiments that in 
the case of optical injection, recombination takes place just in the excitation region and in 
the electrical injection, recombination is always homogeneous in the whole mesa: the actual 
recombination region depends on the injection level and the sheet resistance.  

This uncertainty in the recombination area plays a key role in the interpretation of the EL- 
and PL-based IV curves and could be exploited as a means of gathering information on the 
sheet resistances of buried junctions in multi-junction solar cells.   

 

3.2. Fitting of PL-based IV curves 

Figure 5 shows the experimental and simulated PL- and EL- based IV curves for two single 
junction devices made of GaAs and GaInP. The sheet resistances that give the best match to 
the experimental data are indicated in Table I. In both cases, it can be seen that it is possible 
to correctly reproduce both curves using the same set of parameters, namely the reverse 
saturation currents I01 and I02, and the sheet resistance for the top layers, supporting the 
validity of the modelling process with SPICE.  

In general, the fitting of the PL-based IV at lower injection is poorer that at higher injection. 
This is consequence of the way voltages are determined in the experiment: the internal bias 
of the solar cell is calculated from the luminescence signal, which is weaker and noisier at 
lower injection levels, and therefore more influenced by random fluctuations of the 
background in the spectrometer. This effect is included in the larger error bars of the 
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experimental data at lower injections, but might also result in a systematic overestimation 
of the voltage in that range.  

A comparison can be made of the obtained sheet resistances and the nominal values 
calculated according to Equations 2.4 and 2.5. Nominal values for the thickness and the 
doping are used. We estimate the mobility from the composition of the layers following the 
method described in Ref. [20]. In both cases, the estimation of the sheet resistance is within 
the same order than the calculated one, although the exact values are not correctly 
reproduced. Part of this discrepancy can be related to the uncertainty of the experimental 
data and in the chosen values for the I01 and I02, as it has been discussed. Specially the first 
one, associated with radiative recombination and dominant at higher injection regimes must 
be taken with caution. However, another part of the discrepancy can be in the actual nominal 
values used in Equation 2.5. While the thicknesses of the layers are usually very well 
controlled, the dopant density – specially at high levels – and the carrier mobility can be 
subjected to large uncertainties. For example, the electron mobility in GaInP with a doping 
level of 1018 cm-3 ranges from 500 to 1000 cm2/V s [20]. 

 

 

 

GaAs

GaInP

(a)

(b)
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Figure 5: Experimental and simulated PL- and EL-based IV curves for (a) GaAs and (b) 
GaInP single junction solar cells.  

 

Table I: Modelled and nominal sheet resistances for the GaAs and GaInP solar cells. 

Subcell Model (Ω/◻) Nominal(Ω/◻) 

GaInP 1850 717 

GaAs 100 151 

 

As described above, I01 and I02 are obtained from a fitting of the EL-based IV curve. Since 
this is, in itself, influenced by the sheet resistance and the lateral currents as discussed in 
Section 3.1, it is reasonable to consider them unreliable. Moreover, ideally, we would like 
to obtain the solar cell properties just from one, contactless set of measurements: the PL-
based IV. A fitting of the three parameters, the two saturation currents and the sheet 
resistance, is possible as long as the experimental data covers a large enough current 
injection range. Looking at the curves in Figure 5, it can be seen that this type of absolute 
fitting is not possible in our case. While the lower injection regime, dominated by lateral 
transport, is clear in both cases, the higher injection one with no lateral currents is barely 
seen, specially in the case of GaAs that have small sheet resistance.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work we have presented a method for modelling PL- and EL-based IV curves when 
the carrier injection, either optical or electrical, is not homogeneous on the whole device. 
The theoretical formalism models the solar cell as a 3D network of electrical circuits 
incorporating diodes to represent the recombination mechanisms in the solar cells and 
resistors to represent the lateral transport processes.  

The modelled IV curves support the interpretation that the presence of a finite sheet 
resistance makes both curves different that the true IV curve of the device, dependent just 
on the recombination mechanisms. For low sheet resistance, the PL-based IV will tend to 
overestimate the current. For high sheet resistance, the EL-based IV will overestimate the 
current.  

We have used the method to fit experimental data in the case of GaAs and GaInP solar cells. 
The model correctly reproduced the experimental data, producing sheet resistance values, 
taken as a fit parameter, close to the estimated values, based on the nominal structure of the 
samples.  

In summary, these modelling process is a very valuable complement to the luminescence-
based IV characterisation methods, being of special interests its potential application to each 
subcell in MJ devices, where information of sheet resistances and recombination currents 
are not easily accessible.    
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